Abstract This work presents a formalization of the discrete model of the continuum introduced by Harthong and Reeb (Harthong 1989), the Harthong-Reeb line. This model was at the origin of important developments in the Discrete Geometry field (Reveillès and Richard, Ann. Math. Artif. Intell. Math. Inform. 16(14), 1996). The formalization is based on the work presented in Chollet et al. (2012 where it was shown that the HarthongReeb line satisfies the axioms for constructive real numbers introduced by Bridges (1999). Laugwitz-Schmieden numbers (Laugwitz 1983) are then introduced and their limitations with respect to being a model of the Harthong-Reeb line is investigated (Chollet et al., Theor. Comput. Sci. 466, 2-19, 2012). In this paper, we transpose all these definitions and properties into a formal description using the Coq proof assistant. We also show that Laugwitz-Schmieden numbers can be used to actually compute continuous functions. We hope that this work could improve techniques for both implementing numeric computations and reasoning about them in geometric systems.
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Introduction
Dealing with geometric problems (geometric constraints solving, geometric modeling) people are, finally, faced with computations that involve computer representation of real numbers. Due to their important impact, the studies about real numbers in computer science are numerous and our purpose is not to surpass them but to reactivate an effective point of view that has been forgotten for a while [31] .
This point of view was built in the eighties by J. Harthong and G. Reeb [16] and consists in a model of the continuum based over the integers that is the Harthong-Reeb line. This model was at the origin of important developments in the Discrete Geometry field [31] . And, at that time, the constructive content of this model was neglected even though it was explicitly noted in Diener and Reeb's book [11] . As the Harthong-Reeb line is at the origin of the development of numerous and significant results on discrete straight lines and discrete circles, we hope that the present work will improve the confidence we can have in theoretical results and algorithms in the discrete analytical geometry field. Moreover, the HarthongReeb line based on -integers opens the possibility to study the properties of multiscale objects in discrete analytical geometry. So our formalization can also be a support for those studies.
In previous works [8] it was shown that the Harthong-Reeb line satisfies the axioms for constructive real numbers introduced by Bridges [4] . However, the Harthong-Reeb line construction is based on a nonstandard arithmetic of the integers that was not explicitly built. To be short, starting with the naive integer sequence (the one that you can enumerate: 1, 2, . . .), G. Reeb argues that there must exist an integer ω that is greater than all naive integers. Using the compactness theorem 1 from model theory [17] , the existence of this nonstandard integer ω is sufficient to deduce that there exists a nonstandard model of integer arithmetic with such nonstandard integer ω and then this model can be used to build the Harthong-Reeb line.
Nevertheless, this nonstandard model of integer arithmetic is not built and, in order to be put on computers, the Harthong-Reeb line needs a constructive nonstandard model of integer arithmetic. Such a construction, based on the -numbers of Laugwitz and Schmieden [21] , was made by some of the authors with others in [7, 9] .
This work presents a formalization of the Harthong-Reeb line using the Coq proof assistant. It can be seen as a light counterpart of the seminal works about the formalization of exact arithmetic [15, 19, 30] . Our motivations to do this work come from the difficulties that we faced when showing that the Harthong-Reeb line satisfies the axioms proposed by Bridges [4] . Unless proofs have been read carefully we have no way to be sure that they were entirely correct. This confidence problem of proofs is mainly due to the unusual mathematics that we deal with. The arithmetic dealt with is in a nonstandard framework and the axioms are in a constructive framework. So, it was not clear that handwritten proofs did not contain subtle mistakes or imprecisions. Moreover, the formalization has entailed a better understanding of how concepts and proofs are related to one another.
From a more practical point of view, the Harthong-Reeb line provides a rich theoretical framework that allows us to analyze a wide range of geometrical objects. So, our formalization can also be thought as a computable model for geometric computations. One main advantage of such model is that computing with these algorithms and reasoning about them (e.g. to prove that they are correct) can be done in the same framework. And we hope that this will help developing geometric systems where computations are made using the Harthong-Reeb line. This is possible, as shown in this paper, because the Coq proof assistant [1, 10] implements a higher order constructive logic and is also a programming language equipped with inductive definitions and recursive functions. Therefore, it is the perfect tool to carry out a constructive formalization.
Let us summarize our overall strategy and expectations: we aim at describing in Coq the Harthong-Reeb line, in a way which allows us to compute continuous functions as well as to prove its properties formally. We adopt the point of view of Bridges in [2, 4] where constructive mathematics are those which use intuitionistic logic only. To build the Harthong-Reeb line, we first consider an abstract (axiomatic) representation of nonstandard integers. We prove that the Harthong-Reeb line built on top of it actually verifies the axioms of Bridges for being a constructive real line. Then we try and find an actual model of these nonstandard integers, and focus on Laugwitz-Schmieden integers. Although this implementation does not allow us to prove that all axioms of Bridges hold (we can only build an alternative version of the continuum and some of Bridges' axioms need to be slightly modified), it provides us with a framework in which one can compute continuous functions and it opens some interesting perspectives for multiscale representation of more complex geometric objects (circles, etc.). This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we formally describe in Coq 2 what a nonstandard model of arithmetic should be. In Section 4, we build the Harthong-Reeb line HR ω on top of it and prove that HR ω verifies Bridges' Axioms which capture what a constructive real line is. In Section 5, we investigate how the -numbers of Laugwitz and Schmieden can be an adequate model of the nonstandard arithmetic we consider and show that we can compute continuous fonctions using Euler's arithmetization scheme. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss our results as well as future work.
Related work
We first reported on our experiments with formalizing the Harthong-Reeb line in Coq at the ADG'2010 workshop [24] . It led to an alternative formalization in Isabelle/HOL [13] . The two formalizations are independent and do not rely on the same foundations. Fleuriot uses the existing mechanization of nonstandard analysis available in Isabelle/HOL. His formalization is based on hyperreals, which are an extension of the real numbers R obtained using the so-called ultra-power construction [14] . This construction happens to be not constructive.
In our formal developement in Coq, we follow the layout of previous papers on the Harthong-Reeb line [7, 8] and we consider a minimal axiomatic form of nonstandard analysis, related to Nelson' s Internal Set Theory (IST) [28] . We also intend to capture the inheritely constructive nature of the model of the Harthong-Reeb line in our formalization, using -numbers, introduced by Laugwitz and Schmieden in [22] . Indeed, the aim, in addition to proving formally some properties of the Harthong-Reeb line is to be able to derive actual (Ocaml) programs from the formalization of operations such as Euler's arithmetization scheme on -numbers. Such programs can be directly written in Coq, and thus one can both compute using these programs and formally prove some properties about their behavior.
There exists alternative models of nonstandard analysis, e.g. [18, 27] . However, we are interested in building a model which is easy to implement and practically usable to perform computations in the context of discrete analytical geometry. That is why we focus on Laugwitz-Schmieden -numbers for our concrete implementation of nonstandard numbers. Indeed, such a model makes it possible to have a multi-scale representation of geometric objects.
Our research is application-driven and we expect these new results to help improve the quality of sofware used in the field of discrete analytical geometry. We did not investigate some more theoretical issues such as links with Tennenbaum's theorem; we only aim at providing a better representation of numbers (w.r.t floating-point numbers) for applications such as computations of continuous functions.
A minimal axiom system for nonstandard arithmetic
The ground idea of the Harthong-Reeb line is to introduce a non trivial rescaling on the set of integers in order to get a discrete form of the continuum. To do so a nonstandard arithmetic is used. In this section, we present a formalization of such a nonstandard arithmetic on top of which we shall build the Harthong-Reeb line.
Nonstandard model of arithmetic
Axiomatizing Numbers We first have to specify the axiomatic numbers we shall use in this work as well as their operations and their properties. We do that using a module type in Coq. From a programmming perspective, this can be viewed as an interface which, on the one hand, gathers all the properties of nonstandard numbers required to build the HarthongReeb line and on the other hand, can be implemented by a concrete datatype, operations and proofs of the axioms (as we do in Section 5). This module type contains the declaration of the basic objects of the theory (A is the abstract data type denoting non standard integers): We choose to let A live in Type, which is the topmost Sort in Coq. The Coq proof assistant features three sorts Prop, Set and Type. Usually, Prop is the type of propositions, whereas Set is the type of computations. Moreover, Type is the type of Prop and Set.
For convenience, we choose to have A : Type, as the axiomatic real numbers of Coq also live in Type.
Notations can be introduced to ease reading and writing of specifications. This also allows us to stay close to the way mathematicians would write.
Notation "x + y " := (plusA x y). Notation "x * y " := (multA x y). Notation "x / y " := (divA x y).
Notation "0" := (a0). Notation "1" := (a1). Notation "-x" := (oppA x). Notation "| x |" := (absA x) (at level 60). Notation "x <= y" := (leA x y) (at level 50). Notation "x < y" := (ltA x y) (at level 50).
Then all the basic properties of A are expressed as axioms. Overall, we assume that A with the operations +, ×,. . . is equipped with a ring structure. This will allow to prove basic algebraic equations automatically and also to perform some otherwise tedious simplifications of expressions. We also assume that it is equipped with an euclidian division operator and the absolute value (x → |x|).
In addition, we assume that the order relations ≤ and < enjoy their usual properties such as transitivity, regularity w.r.t operations such as addition, etc. We also assume these relations are decidable by adding the following axiom which states that forall x : A, either x < 0 or x = 0 or 0 < x. Axiom A0_dec : forall x, {x < 0}+{x = 0}+{0 < x}.
Nonstandard aspects Even if axiomatizations of nonstandard analysis, such as IST [28] , are available, we present here, in the spirit of some works of Nelson or Lutz [23, 29] , a weaker axiom system which is well suited for our purpose. First we introduce a new predicate lim over integer numbers: lim(x) "means" that the integer x is limited. This intends to capture the idea that x is not infinitely large. We also introduce the number ω denoted by w. This number is larger than all naive integers as argued by Reeb in [11] . 
ANS3. Non-limited integer numbers exist.
Parameter ANS3 :˜lim w.
We simply assert that w is not limited (in Coq,˜stands for logic negation). ANS4. For all (x, y) ∈ A 2 such that x is limited and |y| |x|, the number y is limited.
For reading conveniences, we introduce the following notations [8] :
) and can be read as "for all limited x, F (x) stands". -∃ lim x F (x) is an abbreviation for ∃x (lim(x) ∧ F (x)) and can be read as "there exists a limited x such that F (x)".
Following the IST flavour [28] , we say that a formula or a proposition P is external when the predicate lim occurs in P and internal otherwise. This distinction is necessary to determine when properties known for standard properties can be extended to the nonstandard ones. In fact, when a property P is internal, i.e. when it does not use the predicate lim, the extension of P to infinitely large numbers is immediate. This is given by the following Overspill principle. But for external properties, we cannot proceed in the same way. We need to introduce a new extension principle as an axiom (called ANS5 in this paper). This principle states that the formula which contains external properties can be extended to infinitely large numbers, but that we do not know whether these infinitely large numbers verify these properties.
Proposition 1 (Overspill principle) Let P(x) be an internal formula such that P(n) is true for all n ∈ A, limn ∧ n 0. Then, there exists an infinitely large 3 integers m such that 0 m ≤ ν.
Parameter overspill_principle : forall P:A -> Prop, (forall n:A, lim n /\ 0<=n -> P n) -> (exists v:A,˜lim v/\ 0<=v /\(forall m:A, 0<=m /\ m <=v -> P m)).
The following Principle, which is our last axiom, can deal with both an internal and an external formula P .
ANS5. (External inductive defining principle):
We suppose that
Then, there exists an internal sequence
This principle means that the sequence of values x k for k limited can be prolonged in an infinite sequence (x k ) k∈A,k 0 defined for all integers. Saying that this sequence is internal means that it has all the properties of the classical sequences in usual number theory. In particular, if Q(x) is an internal formula, then the set {k ∈ A, k 0 ; Q(x k )} is an internal part of {k ∈ A, k 0}.
In Coq, we choose a slighly different and more convenient definition of ANS5. First we only consider the case p = 1. In addition, we choose to have a predicate P whose arity is fixed. In the definition of ANS5 in Coq, the predicate P only applies to a single element of the sequence rather than to the whole sequence. It can be viewed as a projection on the original P on the k th element of the sequence. This means a statement such as
. Finally, we have to make explicit that the sequence whose existence is shown coincides with the initial one for all k such that 0 k n. Overall, this leads to a weaker principle which, at the same time, is sufficient for our purposes and more convenient to use in Coq. Its statement in Coq is the following one:
Parameter ANS5 : forall P :A -> Prop, (forall u : forall n:A, lim n /\ 0 <= n -> A, P (u 0 H0) -> (forall n:A, forall Hn : lim n /\ 0 <= n, (forall k:A, forall Hk:0 <= k /\ k <= n, forall Hn1 : lim (n+1)/\0 <=(n+1), P(u k (ANS4_special n k Hn Hk)) -> P( (plusA n 1) Hn1))) -> {v:A->A | forall n:A, forall Hn:lim n /\ 0 <= n, forall k:A, forall Hk:0 <= k /\ k <= n,
Here, the sequence u expects two arguments: an element n of A and a proof H that lim n ∧ n 0. In this context, H0 is a proof of lim 0 ∧ 0 0 and (ANS4_special n k Hn Hk) is a proof of lim k ∧ k 0. Note that {x:A|P x}, which is a convenient notation for existential -types (sig P), allows us to describe sets comprehensively. Here it corresponds to the set of elements of A which verify P . This corresponds to an inductive definition in Coq. It comes together with two projections: proj1 sig, which returns a and proj2 sig which returns a proof H of P a. In addition, ANS4 special is a theorem which is derived from ANS4 and states the following property: Let us now give the definition of the system HR ω . Introduced by M. Diener [12] , this system is the formal version of the so-called Harthong-Reeb line. In this section we prove that this system can be viewed as a model of the real line which is partly constructive. Indeed, we do not have means to construct an infinitely large number ω yet. In some sense, HR ω is equivalent to R as shown in Fig. 1 (see [8] for details).
Accordingly to axiom ANS3, the construction starts by considering an infinitely large (non-limited) positive integer ω ∈ A. Our purpose is to define a new numerical system such that all the elements are integers and, in which ω is the new unit. Let us introduce the underlying set of this system.
Definition 1
The set HR ω of the admissible integers considering the scale ω is defined by:
This definition can be easily translated in Coq:
Definition P := fun (x:A)=> exists n:A, (lim n /\ 0 < n /\ (|x| <= n * w)). Definition HRw := {x:A | P x}.
The set HR ω is an external set. Moreover, it is an additive sub-group of A. We provide HR ω with the operations + ω and * ω , the ω-scale equality, the ω-scale inequality relations (noted = ω and = ω ) and the order relation > ω : Definition 2 Let X and Y be any elements of HR ω .
-X and Y are equal at the scale ω and we write Algebraic operations are defined on the integers of the set A onto which HR ω is built. Therefore we must ensure the result still belongs to HR ω . For the sum, it consists in proving the following lemma:
Lemma Padd: forall x y:A, P x -> P y -> P ( x + y).
Then, the addition in HR ω can be defined as follows:
Definition HRwplus (x y: HRw) : HRw := match x with exist xx Hxx => match y with exist yy Hyy => exist P (xx + yy) (Padd xx yy Hxx Hyy) end end.
All lemmas and formal definitions of the objects of Definition 2 are summarized in Fig. 2. 
Proving bridges' axioms
In the 90's, Brigdes proposed in [4] an axiomatic definition of what a constructive real line is. It is decomposed into three groups about algebraic structure (R1), ordered set (R2) and the last group (R3) deals with special properties (see the details below). A field which satisfies these axioms is called a Bridges-Heyting ordered field. In [8] , the proof of that the Harthong-Reeb line with associated operations and relations is a Bridges-Heyting ordered field is given and it only uses intuitionistic logic.
In this section, we show how the required properties can be expressed and proved correct in Coq.
R1. Algebraic structure
This first group presents the expected properties about the two operations + ω and × ω . There is not any major difficulties to prove that HR ω verifies these axioms.
All the axioms of this group can be formally proved using the definitions of the operations involved. Most of these properties are expressed using Leibniz equality of Coq. They proceed by case analysis on the elements of HR ω , destructuring them into an element x of A and a proof H that P (x) holds. We present the proof of the first one (commutativity of addition). Proving the terms HRwplus x y and HRwplus y x are equal in HR ω consists in not only proving the witnesses (in A) are equal but also proving the proofs of the properties P (x + y) and P (y + x) are equal. As what matters is only that P holds for the considered element, we use the principle of proof irrelevance to show all proofs of the same property (e.g. P (x)) are equal. 4 This principle is expressed with the following axiom in Coq:
Axiom proof_irrelevance : forall (P:Prop) (p1 p2:P), p1 = p2.
This well-known principle is consistent with Coq's logic (provided P is in Prop) and therefore we can safely add it to our formal description (see [5, Chap. 12] for details).
Some properties such as (6), (8) and (9) do require using the equality = ω defined above. Indeed when computations at the level of A involve products and quotients, terms can no longer be shown equal w.r.t Leibniz equality. If necessary, all properties can be established for the HR ω equality = ω . Indeed, this defined equality can be easily derived from Leibniz equality when needed.
Once all the properties of the first group have been proved in Coq, we can declare HR ω equipped with its operations and the equality relation = ω as a ring structure. It works in the same way we did it for A and also allows us to carry out simplifications of algebraic expressions of type HR ω . The only restriction is that morphisms such as ∀x, y, z, t ∈ HR ω x = ω y ⇒ z = ω t ⇒ x × ω z = ω y × ω t needs to be proved by hand to be able to do some rewriting.
R2. Basic properties of
All these properties can be proved in a very straightforward manner in Coq, following the informal proofs of [8] . Note that this definition of inequality is quite more complex than the usual one. This comes from the fact that the decidability of > ω is not necessarily required. Thanks to this definition of inequality on the Harthong-Reeb line, these abovementioned axioms are easily provable. We just need to assume that the basic inequality on A is decidable. This hypothesis is not a problem for the axiomatic definition of nonstandard arithmetic we consider so far but, in practice there are some problems. We shall work on these issues in Section 5 for the Laugwitz-Schmieden model where this inequality is not decidable. An alternative approach, being currently investigated by G. Wallet, would be to obtain this property using another model based on a non standard variant of Martin-Lf's Type Theory [25, 26] .
Links between orders in HR ω and orders in A. We recall that, in HR ω , the strictly greater relation > ω and the greater or equal relation ω are defined from the less or equal relation on A (y > ω x ≡ ∃ lim n ∈ A n(y − x) ω and y ω x ≡ ∀ lim n ∈ A n(y − x) ω). However, we can characterize the ω relation using the > ω relation as follows:
This makes proofs of properties about ω much easier to write. Finally, we also have the two following correspondences for all a, b ∈ HR ω : a b implies a ω b and a > ω b implies a > b
They are key properties of our development, allowing us to switch back and forth between properties of ¿ and > ω , when convenient. They are easily proved in Coq.
R3. Special Properties of > ω
The two last properties to prove to fulfil the requirements of Bridges' axiom system are the following ones:
1. Axiom of Archimedes: For each X ∈ HR ω there exists a constructive n ∈ A such that X < n. 2. The constructive least-upper-bound principle (see next section) Archimedes property can be easily formalized in Coq:
Lemma Archimedes : forall X:HRw, exists n:HRw, n >=w X.
Proof Its proof is immediate because the elements x of HR ω are such that there exists a limited k ∈ N, |x| < kω. So the property can be proved using the integer kω as a witness for n.
Least upper bound
To begin, let us recall some definitions. A subset S of HR ω is the collection of elements of HR ω which satisfies a given property defined in the system. This property may be internal or external. The constructive least-upper-bound principle : Let S be a nonempty subset of HR ω that is bounded above w.r.t. the relation ω , such that for all α, β ∈ HR ω with β > ω α, either β is an upper bound of S or else there exists s ∈ S with s > ω α; then S has a least upper bound.
Proof To formalize and prove this property correct in Coq we follow the proof proposed in [8] , which itself uses the heuristic motivation given by Bridges in [3] . It consists of two parts: we first construct a candidate b for the least upper bound and we then check that b is actually the least upper bound.
Definitions in Coq
The subset property is defined as a property, i.e. S x means x belongs to the set S. Then the notions of least upper bound and of upper bound are defined. 2 sequences (s n , b n ) In the original paper [8] , four sequences (s n , b n , α n , β n ) which are mutually recursive and that will be useful to define a candidate b for the least upper bound are defined. To make it simpler in Coq, we have to simplify this definition by considering only 2 sequences (s n , b n ). Indeed, one can easily note that α n and β n only depend on the values of s n and b n . Thus there is no need to include them in the recursive process of building the sequences (s n ) and (b n ). Indeed, at each step, α n and β n can be redefined as follows:
Computing the next terms s n+1 and b n+1 of the sequences depends on the two preceding terms (s n , b n ). From these data, we can build α n and β n as well as a proof of the property β n > ω α n . However we need to carry around the three key properties of s n and b n :
Therefore, we choose to specify the function as precisely as possible when defining it, hence the numerous postconditions characterizing the output (s n , b n ) of the function when giving the parameters n and H n a proof that lim n ∧ 0 n. This requires the assumption that in Coq that we can always choose an arbitrary element s of S. This corresponds to a form of choice which can be expressed as follows:
Axiom non_empty : {x:HRw|X x}.
It states that a subset X of elements of HR ω is non-empty if and only if there exists an element x of HR ω for which X (x) holds.
Suppose for a given n, we have (s n , b n ). We can build (α n , β n ) as well as a proof of the property α n < ω β n . By hypothesis, two different cases can happen: Key properties. Several key properties of the elements of the sequences are already expressed in the type of def s b. They hold by construction (i.e. they are established using induction at the same time the actual sequences are computed). Among them, we know that, for each n, which is limited and positive, the property S(s n ) ∧ upper bound S b n holds. Thus, we can deduce that for any k and n, we have b k > ω s n . We also have the property that b n and s n are connected by the relation
In addition to all the properties specified in the type of def s b, we also need to establish that the sequence (s n ) is increasing. Although this is immediate from its mathematical definition, it is rather challenging to prove it correct in Coq. Indeed it requires to apply the ad hoc induction principle nat like induction and its associated reduction rules without any assistance of the Coq proof engine. This happens to be fairly tedious in Coq because existential -types and let-in constructs are involved in the definition of def s b and foldings of expanded definitions (e.g. the recursive call to nat like induction) have to be done manually. 6 Thanks to axiom ANS5, the sequences (s n ) and (b n ) can be extended to all integers, including non-limited ones. In addition, the overspill principle allows us to show the existence of an infinitely large number ν such that the following property holds: http://dpt-info.u-strasbg.fr/ ∼ magaud/Harthong-Reeb/, So far, we showed formally that the Harthong-Reeb line, constructed from a minimal axiom system for non standard arithmetic such as the one proposed in Section 3, does verify Bridges' axiomatic definition of what a constructive real line is.
Instantiating the Harthong-Reeb line with -numbers
In this section, we investigate how to provide some computational contents to the axiomatization of the Harthong-Reeb line. We implement non-standard integers using the -numbers of Laugwitz and Schmieden. We first define these numbers and their operations and also prove their properties in Coq. We then discuss their limitations with respect to being a well-suited model for our axiom system for non-standard arithmetic and our formalization of the Harthong-Reeb line. Finally, we show that this implementation of non-standard numbers can be used to compute continuous functions using integers.
Formalization of the -numbers
The -numbers of Laugwitz and Schmieden permit the extension of a classical numerical system to a nonstandard one. Here we present this extension of integers. It can be viewed as a model of the axiomatic definition of the nonstandard arithmetic presented in Section 4. In their papers [20] [21] [22] , Laugwitz and Schmieden extend the rational numbers and show that their system is equivalent to classical real numbers. In this section, we will not describe the whole theory but only introduce the basic notions that are essential to understand the Harthong-Reeb line. For more details about our approach please refer to [9] .
To extend a theory of integer numbers, Laugwitz and Schmieden introduce a new symbol to the classical ones (0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , +, /, . .
.). The only property that verifies is named the Basic Definition (denoted (BD)) :
Definition 3 Let S(n) be a statement in N depending on n ∈ N. If S(n) is true for almost n ∈ N, then S( ) is true.
We consider the expression "almost n ∈ N" means "for all n ∈ N from some level N", i.e. "(∃N ∈ N) such that (∀n ∈ N) with n > N". Since can be substituted to any natural number, it denotes an -number which is the first example of -integer. Hence, each element a of this theory will be declined as a sequence (a n ) n∈N . Immediately, we can verify that is infinitely large, i.e. greater than every element of N. Indeed, for p ∈ N, we apply (BD) to the statement p < n which is true for almost n ∈ N; thus p < for each p ∈ N. And is the sequence (n) n∈N .
Technically speaking, -integers are defined in Coq as sequences indexed by natural numbers (nat), whose values are relative integers (Z). The function Z of nat simply injects natural numbers into Z. Here we choose to define ω as the sequence w n = n. However, we parametrized our development so that we can choose between three different ω, defined as w n = n, w n = n 2 or w n = 2 n . The only requirement is that (w n ) must be strictly increasing. The sequence w n = 2 n is the most convenient one because all its terms are non-zero, which makes dealing with division easier in the implementation (see Section 5.3 for details).
To compare such -numbers, we put the following equivalence relation:
Definition 4 Let a = (a n ) n∈N and b = (b n ) n∈N be two -numbers, a and b are equal if there exists N ∈ N such that for all n > N, a n = b n .
This is captured by the definition equalA.
Definition equalA (u v:A) := exists N:nat, forall n:nat, n>N -> u n=v n.
We define two classes of elements in this nonstandard theory:
-the class of limited elements: they are the elements α = (α n ) n∈N which verify ∃p ∈ Z such that ∃N ∈ N, ∀n > N, α n < p (example: (2) n∈N ). -the class of elements: infinitely large numbers, which are the sequences α = (α n ) n∈N such that lim n→+∞ α n = +∞
We recall that infinitely large numbers correspond to non-limited numbers.
The definition of the operations and relations on A, the set of -numbers are the following ones. It is straightforward to formalize them in Coq.
Definition 5
Let a = (a n ) n∈N and b = (b n ) n∈N two -numbers, -a + b = def (a n + b n ) n∈N and −a = def (−a n ) and a × b = def (a n × b n ) n∈N ; Definition plusA (u v:A) := fun (n:nat) => Zplus (u n) (v n). Definition multA (u v:A) := fun (n:nat) => Zmult (u n) (v n). Definition oppA (u:A) := fun (n:nat) => Zopp (u n).
Definition leA (u v:A) := exists N:nat, forall n:nat, n>N -> Zle (u n) (v n).
Definition ltA (u v:A) := exists N:nat, forall n:nat, n>N -> Zlt (u n) (v n).
-|a| = def (|a n |).
Definition absA (u:A) := fun (n:nat) => Zabs (u n).
Specificity of the theory
Regarding the order relation, the usual properties true on Z are not always verified on Z (= A, which is N → Z). For instance
is not valid as we can see for the particular -integers a = ((−1) n ) n∈N and b = ((−1) n+1 ) n∈N . Nevertheless, given two arbitrary -numbers a = (a n ) and b = (b n ), we can prove (∀n ∈ N) (a n b n ) ∨ (b n a n )
because we have a decidability property for Z. Using the basic definition (BD), we obtain (a b ) ∨ (b a ) and thus (1) since a = a and b = b. Hence, there is a contradiction. To avoid it, we might admit that the application of (BD) leads to a notion of truth weaker than the usual notion. Overall, this shows that the -numbers can not be an exact model of the theory presented in Section 4. The main issue is the decidability property A0 dec of the order relation which is obviously not provable in this setting. In the next section, we show how the theory of Section 4 can be modified into a new (slightly different) theory of which the -numbers are a model.
Nonstandard axioms
We define two predicates std and lim: (std n) states that annumber n is standard (i.e. denoted by a sequence which is constant from a given rank) and (lim n) that n is limited (i.e. its absolute value is bounded by a positive, standard number). From these definitions, we can derive proofs of the axioms ANS1 to ANS4 presented in Section 4. In this paper, we did not investigate whether ANS5 can be defined constructively and it remains an open question to know whether ANS5 could be proved formally in Coq for -numbers.
A version of the Harthong-Reeb line based on -numbers
An instantiation of the minimal axiom system for non-standard arithmetic
All properties of our minimal axiom system for non-standard arithmetic (presented in Section 3) need to be actually proved in the setting of Laugwitz-Schmieden -numbers. It requires the design of some sophisticated tactics using Ltac, to deal with existential statements efficiently. Let us consider the following example (A is actually a functional type nat→Z). lt plus : ∀xyzt : A, x < y ⇒ z < t ⇒ (x + z) < (y + t).
Proving this property, which corresponds (once everything is unfolded) to:
∀H 0 : ∃Q : nat, ∀q : nat, n > Q → (z q < t q), ∃N : nat, ∀n : nat, n > N → (x n + z n < y n + t n) requires extracting two witnesses P and Q, building a new witness N := P + Q + 1 and generalizing the hypotheses coming from the destruction of H (resp. H 0) with the universally quantified variable n and a proof that it is greater than P (resp. Q) -which is the case as it is greater than P+Q+1 by hypothesis -. This yields an inequation on Z, which can be solved using omega or the adequate lemma of the ZArith library. The tactics solve ls and solve ls w l (which provides a lemma of ZArith as a hint) perform all this in one go.
Limitations of the Laugwitz-Schmieden integers
Laugwitz-Schmieden integers cannot be a model of the Harthong-Reeb line as it was defined in Section 4. In [7] , some of the authors identified among all the properties required to be a Bridges-Heyting field the ones which are not immediately verified by the instantiation of the Harthong-Reeb line with -numbers. This is summarized in a the theorem (from [7] ) which is quoted in Fig. 3 . It expresses that three of Bridges axioms do not hold (namely A.2.2, A2.3 and A3.2) when non-standard integers are represented as Laugwitz-Schmieden integers. However, these three statements can be (slightly) modified so that they hold on Laugwitz-Schmieden integers (see [7] for details).
Our formalization in Coq confirms these issues. Let us remind the reader the problem comes with the axiom (A is instantiated with nat→Z):
Axiom A0_dec : forall x: A, {x < 0}+{x = 0}+{0 < x}.
Indeed, as stated in the previous section, we have no decidability of the order for sequences a and b in general, we can only prove a decidability property for each of the elements of the sequences (a n ) and (b n ).
Axioms A2.2, A2.3 and A3.2 (the least upper bound principle) 7 can not be proved in this setting as stated in [6, 7] . In addition, basic properties such as generalizing the property that a sequence is increasing interfere with these decidability properties and their proofs as they were carried out in Section 4 are no longer acceptable. This is the case for the following statement:
Formalizing the theorem quoted in Fig. 3 is currently under way in our formal development. It requires us to take into account the specificities of Laugwitz-Schmieden numbers compared to our first axiom system for non-standard arithmetic. We hope that proofs presented in [7] could be easily formalized in Coq.
Computing continuous functions
The main advantage of having a concrete representation of non-standard integers is the possibility to compute with them. This is what we achieve in this section using theintegers. It provides us with practical means to compute continuous functions using only integer sequences. This is based on the -arithmetization scheme as described in [7] . An arithmetization scheme is a process which provides discrete equivalents to continuous functions. The one we use is derived from the well known Euler's integration scheme Following Reeb and Reveillès [31] , the idea is to replace the number h with an infinitely large -integer and to translate all other quantities using the function ω : R → Z such that ω (U ) = ( ω m × U ) m∈N and where ω is an infinitely large -integer.
The -arithmetization of Euler's scheme at the global scale ω is the following scheme with variables x k , t k ∈ Z (i.e. sequences of elements of Z) : This scheme computes a sequence of points (t k , x k ) which is the graph of a discrete function t → x(t) called the -arithmetization at the global scale ω of the function T → X(T ). The problem with this direct translation is that the domain of the function t → x(t) is not connected since t k+1 − t k = β which is infinitely large. To correct this, the arithmetic scaling x → x ÷ β is used. This sends β to 1 and now the points (t k , x k ) are observed at the intermediate scale β. In order to compute the arithmetization directly at the scale β, the following scheme is used
This scheme computes a sequence of points ( t k , x k ) which is the graph of the discrete function t → x( t ) defined over a connected domain because t k+1 − t k = 1. This discrete function is the -arithmetization of the function T → X(T ) at the intermediate scale β. Properties of -arithmetization are studied in [7] . The most notable is thatarithmetization is an exact representation of the continuous function T → X(T ). So, this is a good motivation to experiment computations using the formalization of the Harthong-Reeb line with Coq. Note that the function hd that returns the head of a list comes with an extra argument in case it receives the empty list as argument.
The computational contents of our formal description of the -integers of Laugwitz and Schmieden, including the function computing the arithmetization is automatically extracted into the functional programming language Ocaml. The main extraction commands required to do that are summarized in Fig. 4 . The extracted code can then be connected to a visualisation tool which allows us to observe the continuous function we computed with the arithmetisation scheme.
Extraction consists in removing all terms with non computational contents and making all dependent types non-dependent such that they can be accepted by Ocaml's type-checker. The commands Extract Inductive and Extract Constant provide means to explain to the system how Coq inductive definitions and constants should be implemented in Ocaml. There is no formal verification of the relevance of this translation. It is the user's responsability to make sure no mistakes are introduced at this stage. Recent improvements of the Coq computation machinery shall make it possible to compute our continuous functions directly in Coq, thus avoiding this (unsafe) extraction process to Ocaml.
For example, the result of the arithmetization for the function t → t 2 6 is shown in Fig. 5 . In this example, the function corresponding to F in the above algorithm is F : (T , X) → T
.
As -integers are infinite sequences of integers they cannot be visualized directly. One must choose different fixed ranks in the involved sequences to see the graphs of the discrete function t → x( t ) at those ranks. Examples of graphs at different ranks for the function t → 
Discussion
The actual construction of HR ω based on Laugwitz-Schmieden so-called -integers, proposed in Section 5.2 leads to an alternative constructive continuum which is different from the one characterized by Bridges' axiom system. Formalizing it is another challenge and is currently under way. In addition to shifting the reasoning from the level of the sequences to the level of the elements (of Z), it also requires formalizing several new notions, especially a congruence relation on sequences which allows us to define what regular -integers are. From what we experimented and reported so far, and even if we are confident the proofs of [7] are correct, it seems very useful to carry out this formalization. It would allow for a better understanding of the definitions, properties and associated proofs and may lead to fixing some imprecisions or shortcomings of the hand-written proofs.
Future work also include linking our formal description of the Harthong-Reeb line with a constructive description of real numbers such as the one developed in Niemejen [19, 30] . This would require to define -rationals and then show formally that the HarthongReeb system is equivalent to R in some sense. Figure 1 clarifies this statement whose exact meaning is discussed in details in [8] . Once this is achieved, we could formally prove that the Euler arithmetization scheme, whose implementation in Coq was presented in this paper, is actually correct.
Conclusion
We proposed a formalization of non standard arithmetic on top of which we built the Harthong-Reeb line. We also implemented non standard arithmetic using LaugwitzSchmieden -numbers. 5 The arithmetization of the function t → t 2 6 . Graphs of the function t → x( t) are drawn at different ranks of the given infinite integer sequences This includes proving that our formal description of the Harthong-Reeb line verifies Bridges' axioms, and therefore is a constructive real line. In addition, we verify that the -numbers are a suitable implementation of non standard arithmetic, with which all these properties can be proved correct, with the exceptions of R2.2. and R2.3. and the least upper bound property. Figure 6 provides an insight of the size of the development. All proofs are available online:
http://dpt-info.u-strasbg.fr/ ∼ magaud/Harthong-Reeb/,
We also managed to extract the Coq definitions into an Ocaml program which performs exact computations of continuous functions using only Laugwitz-Schmieden (sequences of) integers.
As shown in [7] , the axiom system for the Harthong-Reeb line can be adapted to make Laugwitz-Schmieden an adequate model of this theory. This still needs to be verified in Coq. Another research direction would be to combine Laugwitz-Schmieden integers and geometric algebras to perform computations of geometric predicates, e.g. the orientation predicate in the plane.
